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Gaming is a hobby for "doers". It both requires and rewards creativity. It's no coincidence that 

the typical gamer often finds themselves thinking up changes to their favorite games and, 

eventually, dreaming up ideas for games of their own.  

Since the game design bug first bit me I've learned all kinds of game development technologies, 

worked on a small handful of games alone and in groups, and at least once a year I take part in 

worldwide events where the group picks a topic and sets out to make a game over the course of 

a weekend. It's a total blast and it definitely launched me into what would later become my 

software development career. In this series we'll discuss those small game design projects and I'll 

share some ideas on how you might go about making them happen. While we go through each 

section I'll show you the creation of Zener Guess, a simple game I put together start to finish last 

night. You can play it in your browser right here at our site.  

In the first section we'll talk about fleshing out your idea for a game. This sounds simple and 

obvious but if you take this step seriously (and I'll show you how) you will greatly increase the 

probability of your idea seeing the light of day. 

Designing Your Game 

Game design starts with an idea. Yours will almost certainly be more complex and more 

interesting than mine. In my case, and keeping a side goal of simplicity in mind, I thought "What 

if I could quickly put a memory match game together but have kind of a humorous element tied 

in like you're taking the ESP test at the beginning of Ghostbusters?" I quickly decided I liked this 

idea because it would be simple to do, there was a little humor involved, and it added a twist 

(potentially dying) to an old classic. I strongly recommend only setting out to complete projects 

you're interested in like this. Game development isn't always an easy task. You will only stick with 

a project you're invested in! 

Thinking it Through 

Here's where a lot of game projects take a wrong turn. Newbies and pros alike will sometimes 

come up with a great idea and jump way ahead by picking a game engine, starting to create 

assets like graphics, or even start coding or otherwise creating. This won't always come back to 

haunt you but you're taking a big risk! I've definitely been guilty of it in the past. The result is that 

you're charging ahead without a map. You don't want to build half of the game and find out the 

beginning won't work with the end. You can dodge this bullet simply by thinking ahead. Make 

notes if you think you'll use them later. At the very least, ask yourself how the gameplay works 

including how it starts, what actions the player will take, what reactions the game may have, 

what system of progress will exist (scores, lives, rules to win or lose by) and how the game will 

end in either a win or lose scenario. Sketches, MS Paint drawings, or another kind of visual 



prototype are a great idea. I won't post my prototype image because it looks almost identical to 

the featured image at the top of the article, but drawing something you think might look like a 

good screenshot of the game being played is an excellent move. 

Breaking it Down 

For a small game project this is one of the last design exercises we'll talk about for Part 1. To 

really help yourself out in the next few stages you should break down your design as much as 

possible to determine what challenges lie ahead of you. Know what style of gameplay you've 

designed. My game was a very simple card game. Know how the game will be controlled and 

what kind of graphics it will use. Mine is played with a mouse (I was pleasantly surprised to see 

you can play it by tapping on your phone as well) and I only needed 2D graphics I was able to 

create in my photo editing software of choice (GIMP). This stage should leave you with a starter 

list of things you'll be able to accomplish: 

 I need to be able to draw a background and cards on the screen. 

 I need to be able to make certain game events happen when the player selects a card. 

 I need to print some text to the screen. 

 I'd like to have some visual feedback when the player guesses wrong. 

This list will turn into your tests when you've selected the game engine or other technology you'll 

use to bring your game to life. 

Next Time 

Speaking of game engines, in the next installment we'll explore a wide variety of game engines, 

software applications, and other tools you can use to turn a simple game idea into something 

real and, ideally, something fun. Stay tuned and don't hold back! Come up with your own idea 

and see if you can't make it happen by the time the series is done.  

  


